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Why You Should Skip Single Family Investing.
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Since you're here, I assume one of your
goals is to achieve financial freedom
through passive income that only real
estate can generate...
And while everyone will agree that's
attainable, I'm here to shake things up a bit
and show you a way to 10x that income and
timeline- SKIP SINGLE FAMILY RENTALS! 

 In this eBook I will open your eyes to the
world of Multifamily Real Estate and show
you how you can achieve your goal of owning
100+ doors... a lot sooner than I did! 
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If you have aspirations of getting into rental real estate you are probably
thinking you should start with a single family rental to get your feet wet.
The strategy makes sense- “crawl before you walk”. Then eventually
purchase a second, and boom!, you're on your way to owning 100+ rentals. 
This formula is talked about, promoted on social media and is viewed
as a relativity easy process.  

Well it is not as easy as it seems. In reality, it will take you much longer than
expected to acquire that number of single family homes. Mostly because it
takes a lot of time, work, and effort into obtaining each one. 

You have to source the deals (this is the most laborious, and usually
requires an excellent relationship with a wholesaler), close on each
property, renovate to make the homes rent ready, refinance the
property, then lease the property out. Then do that 99 more times!!!! 
 Does'nt sound very passive, does it?

The Goal ofThe Goal ofThe Goal of
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I attempted to acquire 100 rental
homes starting back in 2004.  I
only made it to 6 single family
homes before I had a bit of a
hiccup and lost my
momentum….this was called the
crash of 2008. 

I ended up selling 3 of the rentals
during the 2009-2010 to survive
the downturn then took a long
break. I continued to work my W2
job in industrial sales (hoists &
cranes). Then went on to meet the
girl of my dreams, got married,
and started a family. 
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Around 2015 I was ready to figure out how to be a full time real estate
investor and stop trying to dabble in it. 

My goal, even from 2004, has always been to own multi family
properties to provide passive cash flow. I was chasing financial
freedom.  My wife and I decided to ease back into real estate. While
keeping our full time day jobs we started to flip homes in the Dallas Fort
Worth area. 

I immediately called my best friend Lance and said, "Hey we are about to
flip a house... Do you want in?" He promptly said "I'M IN" but you know I don’t
have any money to put in on this right? My response was "Yes... I need your
help and emotional support... not your money. " He was IN!!!

My Real Estate JourneyMy Real Estate JourneyMy Real Estate Journey    
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We started looking on MLS for houses and quickly figured out there were
no deals to be found. We ended up finding a house off market from a
wholesaler in Dallas TX. We bought it and started this journey. 

We spent way more time and money on the rehab then we planned.
Ultimately we finished the project and sold the house.  Once we took a loss
on our taxes we basically broke even. 

We learned a lot on that first flip. One thing being my wife and I (with a
new born baby) could stomach the flipping business. I have always had a
passion for building and remodeling homes so this was fuel for me. Plus 
 my wife was starting to uncover a passion she did not know she had  for
interior design. 

Our FirstOur First  
Flip Flip HouseHouse



Why do most people think they have to start in rental real estate by
acquiring single family homes (SFH)? 
This is really just a limiting belief. You have to start somewhere and most
people start with single family homes because they feel more comfortable.

Chances are they have either lived in a house or have purchased a home
before they started looking into investing. So they understand the process
and think it is within reach of buying one as an investment.  

One of the big issues with buying single family rentals is its a slow process
of acquiring multiple properties. Unless you have a large cash reserve in
the bank you have to worry about getting the property rented out and
bringing in a positive cash flow before you hop to the next one.  

Not to mention your debt to income ratio needs to be taken into
consideration when it comes to seeking a loan for more real estate. Plus, 
 you are personally signing and guaranteeing every loan, and many
lenders will only allow you to have 10 Fannie Mae loans at one time. 

The ConsThe ConsThe Cons    
Of SingleOf SingleOf Single

FamilyFamilyFamily    
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The other exception is syndication. 
Syndication is where you pool investors and their
money to purchase a property, usually larger
than you would be able to buy on your own. 

You do not have to syndicate when buying multi
family properties, however the benefits of
syndicating may be worth a look. During a
syndication you are raising money from investors
in order to buy the property and those investors
are silent or Limited Partners. 

This process is not easy and is not for
everyone. However there are people that are
very good at raising money. We suggest
partnering with someone who has experience in
raising capital. 
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A multi family acquisition is almost the same workload necessary to close 
 on one single family property... 

All the same financial documentation is required for both transactions as
well as the formation of the business entity. Single family rental loans
usually don’t require a comprehensive business plan, but it is 
required for larger multi family acquisitions. 

   
AAA cquiring Multi  Familycquiring Multi  Familycquiring Multi  Family    
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Single Family Rental Example:

ARV:         $220,000

Purchase Price: $150,000
Closing Costs:   $3,000
Rehab:        $25,000
Holding Costs:    2,000
Total Costs:    $180,000

Equity:         $40,000

Rent:         $1,800
Monthly PITI:  $1,412    6% Rate, 30 Yr Note @ $180k loan
PM:            $180    property manager: 10% of gross rent

Profit:        $208 monthly
Cash Out of Pocket: $31,250  (15% of the total loan amount + closing costs +
holding costs)

YR 1 ROI: 8%   ($208 profit x 12 / $31,250 Out of Pocket)
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Why Choose Multi  Family?Why Choose Multi  Family?Why Choose Multi  Family?
By skipping the single family rental process altogether and choosing to
buy a multi family property from the start.  You will not only exponentially
grow your rental portfolio with 1 purchase, but you will increase your
return on investment. 

***Typically multi family investments will show a return of
15% annually or more. 



On top of the greater returns, a multi family property also produces
cash flow within the first year of ownership and provides a higher
level of depreciation.

The reason the returns are greater is because there are more
opportunities to affect the income on a property. When you increase
the overall net operating income of a property, the value goes up.
When the value goes up and you sell or refinance the property, your
returns are realized. 
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Raise rents to market rates
Remodel then raise rents
Add Laundry services
Add reserve parking options
Decrease operating expenses

Some Ways To Increase Multi Family NOI

TheTheThe
BenefitsBenefitsBenefits    
Of MultiOf MultiOf Multi
FamilyFamilyFamily    



Example of increasing the value:

Increase Rents $150/month/unit (80 unit property):

Original Rental Income ($800/unit avg): $768k New Rental Income: $912k

Original Rental Expenses: 50% of Rental Income: $384k  New Expenses: $456k

Original NOI: $768k - $384k = $384k  New NOI: $912k - $456k = $456k

Based on a 6% Cap Rate the Property Value calculations:
Original: $384k / 6% Cap = $6,400,000 

New Value: $456k / 6% Cap = $7,600,000

Increase of $1,200,000 in value by increasing the rents $150/month. Return on
Investment based on $2.5M cash out of pocket = 48%

Another Example:

Laundry Income - if we add washer dryer leases to this 80 unit property above
and net $18 / month on 20 units from washer dryer leases, here is the increase
in value.

NOI = $456,000 + (18 x 20 x 12 = $4,320) = $464,640

$464,640 / 6% Cap = $7,744,000 an increase of $144,000
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So take it from me... "I wish I had found Multi Family investing a
lot sooner.  Just within the first year of investing I have already

acquired 731 doors, and we have more in the works. " 
- Adam Mitchell
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Adam Mitchell and Lance Doty are real estate investors and partners
in Apartment Buying Guys specializing in syndicating multi family
real estate investments in Texas and Oklahoma.

 We are based in Dallas and focus on buying value add Class B and C
properties to generate passive income and significant returns for
our investors.

We are passionate about bringing investors with us and that is why
we syndicate many of our multi-family properties. You now have a
way to get into multi family real estate investing without having to
set everything up….we already did that ya’ll! 

We improve the properties we buy in turn improving the communities
we work in. We want the tenants that live in our properties to be
proud of where they live while at the same time providing very
good returns for our investors.


